Clinical staging improved the possibility of intervening during the psychosis prodrome to limit progression of illness. The current study aimed to validate a novel 4-stage severitybased model with a focus on clinical change over time and risk for conversion to psychosis. One hundred seventy-one individuals at clinical high risk (CHR) for psychosis were followed prospectively (3 ± 1.6 y) as part of the Recognition and Prevention (RAP) program and divided into 4 diagnostic stages according to absence/presence and severity of attenuated positive symptoms. Twenty-two percent of the combined sample recovered (no prodromal symptoms) by study outcome. The negative symptoms only subgroup had the highest symptom stability (70%), but the lowest conversion rate at 5.9%. The subgroup with more severe baseline attenuated positive symptom levels had a higher conversion rate (28%) and a more rapid onset when compared to the moderate attenuated positive symptom subgroup (11%). Finally, the Schizophrenia-Like Psychosis (SLP) subgroup showed low stability (3%), with 49% developing a specific psychotic disorder. The proposed stage model provides a more finely grained classification system than the standard diagnostic approach for prodromal individuals. All 4 stages are in need of early intervention because of low recovery rates. The negative symptom only stage is possibly a separate clinical syndrome, with an increased risk of functional disability. Both subgroups with attenuated positive symptoms are appropriate for studying the mechanisms of psychosis risk, however, individuals with more severe baseline positive symptoms appear better suited to clinical trials. Finally, the SLP category represents an intermediate outcome group appropriate for preventative intervention research but questionable for inclusion in prodromal studies of mechanisms.
Introduction
Despite over 2 decades of preventive research, an understanding of the complex factors preceding the onset of psychosis remains elusive. It has become increasingly evident that one reason for this is that schizophrenia is a cluster of disease entities with multiple causes. As a result, different patterns of early risk factors and attenuated symptoms are likely to define the pre-illness or prodromal period, and disentangling these may hold the keys to both understanding the development and prevention of illness. One way of addressing the issue of heterogeneity is to develop a model mapping out the various clinical stages of illness from earliest signs up to chronic psychosis, thus providing a blueprint for specialized treatment. [1] [2] [3] However, despite the need for homogeneous and clearly defined stages, the early studies concerned with prevention did not typically differentiate among pre-psychotic phases of illness. 4 Instead, the pre-psychotic phase was typically treated as a single clinical entity referred to as the "prodrome." [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The relatively slow progress in uncovering the mechanisms causing psychosis may be at least partly due to the confusion of subtypes within the prodromal phase, a possibility best explored by parsing this phase into more homogeneous subgroups.
Among the handful of early models proposed (eg, Fava and Kellner 1 and Lieberman et al 10 )
McGorry's early clinical staging model provided one of the first attempts to expand upon the pre-psychotic stages. 2 In the McGorry et al model, 2, 3, [11] [12] [13] [14] the pre-psychotic stage that proceeds a psychotic disorder is made up of several symptom clusters differing in severity and clinical characteristics. The first stage (stage 0) indicates an increased risk, but with no current symptoms (ie, familial high risk). Stage 1 constitutes the current conception of the psychosis prodrome (divided into stage 1a for mild/nonspecific symptoms and stage 1b for moderate sub-threshold symptoms) and stages 2-4, ranging from the first psychotic episode through longterm chronic illness. The standard research definition of the clinical high risk (CHR, also referred to as ultra-high risk or UHR) state includes individuals in stages 1 and 2. The subgroups currently considered to make up the CHR include: (1) Genetic Risk and Deterioration Syndrome (GRD), a trait/state combination of genetic/familial risk or schizotypal personality disorder with functional decline, comparable to McGorry's stage 1a; (2) Attenuated Positive Symptom Syndrome (APSS), considered an early, subtle form of psychotic-like (lesser intensity) symptoms (McGorry stage 1b); and (3) Brief Intermittent Psychotic Syndrome (BIPS) , that are recent, brief, and not seriously disorganizing or dangerous (McGorry stage 2). 3, 15 The pioneering efforts of McGorry, Yung, and colleagues sparked an interest in prevention that has helped shape the current research field. 16 Recent research, however, has suggested that the 3 CHR subgroups may be at different (or mixed) stages of the early illness 17 and each may be associated with different levels of risk, with the GRD subgroup having the lowest risk and BIPS having the highest. 18 In addition, it is unclear whether each of the 3 subgroups has a different pattern of outcome aside from conversion (eg, stage persistence or symptom recovery), and what the implications are for improving the precision and effectiveness of early intervention.
Cornblatt and colleagues [19] [20] [21] at the Recognition and Prevention (RAP) Program of the Zucker Hillside Hospital in New York proposed a somewhat different classification system in the late 1990s that was grounded in the theoretical work by Mrazek and Haggerty 22 and the neurodevelopment approach proposed by Weinberger.
23 Initiated in 1998, the RAP program has been structured according to a theoretical model proposing that schizophrenia is rooted in genetic abnormalities that affect development of basic brain functions. The underlying brain abnormalities are life-long, relatively subtle and provide the necessary but not sufficient foundation for later illness. Examples of the vulnerability factors on the behavioral level are cognitive deficits, social isolation, and school/work problems. On their own, these abnormalities, which typically precede positive symptoms by several years, 24 have been shown to lead to various levels of functional disability. 25 However, according to this model, when combined with the additional predisposition (likely having an independent genetic etiology) to develop positive symptoms, then psychoses evolve. Therefore, critical to this model is the notion that there are 2 independent processes involved in developing a full-blown psychotic illness. The presence of either one alone can lead to poor long-term prognosis, 21, 25 but the interaction between these 2 pathways is thought to lead to emergence of full-blown psychosis.
As part of the RAP research strategy, a 4-stage working schema, representing this theoretical model, was then generated, focused on increasing levels of positive symptom severity. In this model, there is one subgroup that represents the nonspecific vulnerability pathway to psychosis, to determine if this is a feasible starting point, or if risk can only be studied in conjunction with positive symptoms. The other 3 subgroups represent the evolution of positive symptoms. Note that negative symptoms run through all 4 stages and positive symptoms show a gradual increase from stages 2 to 4. In contrast to the McGorry model and standard CHR research definitions, there is no subgroup comparable to the GRDs included in the RAP 4-stage model, as familial high risk was viewed as a different clinical entity, especially from an ascertainment perspective, as risk is not based on the patient's symptom severity but rather on diagnosis of a first degree relative. A further potential confusion in the GRD category is inclusion of schizotypal personality disorder (SPD) as a potential risk factor, also not included in the 4-stage model since this represents a diluted severity and risk for later psychosis that has not been firmly established. As a result, in the 4-stage model, both family history and SPD were treated as dependent variables, rather than selection criteria. As mentioned above, stage 1 consists primarily of negative-type symptoms (eg, social isolation, school failure) and is included as a group with early risk factors but an absence of attenuated positive symptoms and is referred to as CHR−. Stages 2 and 3 follow, characterized by the gradual emergence of positive symptoms, which first appear in mild-to-moderate attenuated form (CHR+Mod; stage 2), and then increase to a severe level (CHR+Sev; stage 3), although still not of psychotic intensity. Stages 2 and 3 are consistent with McGorry stage 1b and with the overall APSS subgroup typically included in North American prodromal studies. Presence of only 1 positive symptom of psychotic intensity is referred to as Schizophrenia-Like Psychosis (or SLPs; stage 4). The SLPs category is characterized both by having only 1 attenuated positive symptom at a severity level of 6 and by failing to meet criteria for any other specific schizophrenia-spectrum or psychotic bipolar disorder. While the standard BIPS prodromal category and the SLPs subgroup are somewhat comparable, the 2 groups are not the same. In the 4-stage model of the RAP program, the SLPs subgroup is considered to be an "intermediate" outcome category: they are no longer strictly prodromal because psychotic level symptoms are already present. In addition, the SLP subgroup is not restricted to less than 1 week of psychotic symptoms that need to be self-limiting, as needed for the BIPS prodromal category, but SLP is akin to psychotic disorder not otherwise specified as per DSM-IV. Therefore, this category is considered a waystation from which evolution continues to more chronic psychotic disorders in many cases and prevention of this process is still considered possible. The sequence of the 4-stage RAP model is therefore CHR−→CHR+Mod→CHR+Sev→SLP→Full-blown specific psychotic disorder. This model highlights the notion that increased symptom severity leads to an increased risk of developing psychosis, with severity varying as a function of initial stage.
The current study aims to explore the clinical validity of the proposed stage model conducted as part of the naturalistic, prospective RAP program in New York. Adolescents and young adults at CHR for psychosis were recruited and classified into 1 of the 4 RAP diagnostic subgroups in order to establish the longitudinal characteristics and broad outcome of each of the 4 stages. To the best of our knowledge, the current assessment represents one of the only evidence based studies to directly test a theoretical stage model of the psychosis prodrome based primarily on symptom severity. 26 Specifically, in the present study we aim to examine: (1) The relationship between initial stage (CHR−, CHR+Mod, CHR+Sev, and SLP) and conversion rates over the course of the study with an average follow-up of 3 years; (2) The course of the initial stage diagnosis from baseline to study outcome in terms of remission, improvement, stability, worsening; and (3) The relationship between initial stage diagnosis and medication. Determining the risk of conversion to psychosis as well as stage persistence are important and necessary steps in providing a more complete understanding of the broader outcomes associated with risk for illness. In turn, the stage outcome information can address whether the CHR diagnosis refers to a longterm syndrome. In addition, because prescription of antipsychotic medication has previously been found to be a barometer of symptom severity in CHR individuals 27, 28 we have included it here as an adjunctive measure. Although not a part of the formal theoretical RAP model, the naturalistic pattern of treatment (based on clinician choice) built into the RAP program is particularly compatible with the use of medication as an indicator of symptom severity.
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Methods
Participants
Participants were recruited to the RAP program during phase I (2000-2006) of the longitudinal study funded by the National Institute of Mental Health since 2000. Patient referrals were made by affiliated outpatient and inpatient psychiatry departments, local mental health providers, school psychologists/counselors, or were selfreferred. All procedures were approved by the IRB at the Northwell Health system. Written informed consent (assent from participants<18 y old) was obtained from all participants.
A total of 191 prodromal patients participated in the RAP study in phase I. The RAP criteria overlap in major ways with the Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes (SIPS) Criteria of Prodromal Syndromes (COPS). However, RAP selection requires "prodromal" symptom severity levels, but without taking either duration or frequency into account. Research criteria for the RAP CHR categories were based on scores from the Scale of Prodromal Symptoms (SOPS 15, 30, 31 ): 1) CHR−, 1 or more negative symptoms rated at moderate or greater severity level (and no positive symptoms ≥ 3); Overall CHR+ category based on the presence of 1 or more positive symptoms rated at moderate-to-severe level (3-5 SOPS rating), further subdivided on the basis of severity into 2) CHR+Mod with a total positive symptom score<10; or 3) CHR+Sev with a total positive symptom score≥10; and 4)SLP, 1 positive symptom at a psychotic level of intensity. Subjects in the SLPs category either met a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) diagnosis of psychotic disorder not otherwise specified (PNOS) or brief psychotic disorder (BrPsy) and failed to meet criteria for a diagnosis of schizophrenia based on the following: (1) criteria A, presence of only 1 non-bizarre psychotic symptom; (2) criteria B, presence of sustained adequate role functioning; and/or (3) criteria C, presence of psychotic episodes lasting less than 1 month (in the absence of any psychotropic treatment). Subjects meeting the third criterion, reflecting short duration, all met criteria for BrPsy and were so labeled (see Correll et al 32 for details).
Healthy comparison subjects were recruited within the same community and during the same time period as the patients through announcements in local newspapers and advertisements within the health system. Participants between the ages of 12-22 years were included. Exclusion criteria for all participants included: (1) diagnosis of schizophrenia-spectrum or other psychotic disorder (excluding SLPs); (2) non-English speaking; (3) a medical or neurological disorder; (4) Estimated IQ < 70. Healthy controls (CNTLs) with a first-degree relative with a diagnosed Axis I psychotic disorder were also excluded.
Clinical Assessment
Details of the baseline clinical assessment have been reported previously. 20 Axis I diagnoses were assessed by the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children, Epidemiologic Version (K-SADS-E). 33 Prodromal symptoms were rated using the SIPS and the companion SOPS. 15 Social and role functioning were assessed using the GF:Social and GF:Role scales. 34 The SIPS was re-administered approximately 6 months after entry to the RAP Program and regularly every 6 to 9 months, as well as at termination of treatment or conversion to psychosis. For the latter, patients were also re-assessed whenever the study team became aware of a major event potentially indicating clinical worsening/conversion, such as an inpatient admission or patient or caregiver outreach to the program.
Medication Data
Treatment in the RAP program was naturalistic and the decision as to what medications to prescribe was based on the patient's individual symptoms and the clinician's best judgment. Medication information was obtained from the patient's paper or electronic medical record. In the current study, participants had to be on a medication for a minimum of 4 weeks in order for it to be coded as an adequate medication trial. Healthy controls were not taking any psychotropic medication at the baseline assessment.
Clinical Outcome
From the initial sample of 191, follow-up clinical ratings were collected from 171 (89.5%) participants (CHR− = 46; CHR+Mod = 53; CHR+Sev = 39; SLPs = 33), with an average follow-up of 3.0 ± 1.6 years. Data from 92 of these participants (CHR+Mod and CHR+Sev combined) were previously used to develop a prediction algorithm for psychosis. 20 Conversion to psychosis in the CHR−, CHR+Mod, and CHR+Sev groups was defined as the presence of a psychotic level positive symptom (score of 6 on the SOPS) for at least 1 week. Conversion in the SLPs was defined as meeting full DSM-IV criteria for schizophreniform, schizophrenia, delusional disorder or bipolar 1 disorder with psychosis. 35 The K-SADS-E was used to confirm diagnoses in those participants whose symptoms developed into full psychotic disorders. 36 
Statistical Analyses
Data analyses were conducted using SPSS (Version 20). Comparisons of demographic and clinical variables were performed with an ANOVA for continuous variables and chi-square analyses for categorical variables. Aim 1. In order to examine the relationship between initial stage and conversion rates, the Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the cumulative rate of conversion for the 4 subgroups. 37 Aim 2. In order to evaluate the course of each stage, chi-square analyses were used to evaluate the association between the initial stage assignment and stage at study outcome. Specifically, differences were examined between the subgroups on rates of full stage recovery (no attenuated positive or negative symptoms ≥ 3), stage stability (started and ended the study in the same stage), any improvement (full recovery and remitting to an earlier/previous stage), and remission of attenuated positive symptoms (includes only CHR+Mod, CHR+Sev, and SLPs). Following significant overall chi-square values, adjusted standardized residuals (ASR) were used to determine which subgroup (ie, stage) significantly deviated from the expected distribution (ie, an overrepresentation or underrepresentation). An ASR of ±1.96 was equivalent to P < .05. Phi coefficients (Φ) were used to calculate effect size differences between the subgroups (0.10 = small, 0.30 = medium, 0.50 = large 38 ). Aim 3. Differences between the 4 subgroups in medication treatment patterns at baseline and during the course of the study were evaluated with chi-square analyses. In addition, McNemar's test was used to examine changes in medication from baseline to follow-up within each subgroup. Table 1 summarizes baseline demographic and clinical characteristics for the 4 subgroups of CHR subjects and CNTLs. There were no differences between CHR subgroups on any of the demographic variables, except gender, with the CHR− group having a higher than expected proportion of males. Compared to the CNTLs, the CHR subgroups showed no differences in baseline age, education level, handedness, race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status (SES) levels, and estimated premorbid IQ. The CNTL group had significantly higher Current IQ scores compared to the CHR+Sev and SLP groups. At baseline, the SLP group had lower Current IQ scores compared to all the other 3 CHR subgroups.
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Results
Baseline Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
For clinical symptoms, CNTLs had better functioning as seen on the GAF and GF:Social and GF:Role scales compared to all 4 CHR subgroups. In addition, CNTLs had lower levels of SOPS positive, negative, disorganized, and general symptoms compared to all 4 CHR subgroups. The 4 CHR subgroups had comparable levels of functioning at baseline. However, there were overall differences amongst the 4 CHR subgroups on attenuated positive, negative, disorganized, and general symptoms (table 1) . Figure 1A shows Kaplan-Meier estimate of the cumulative survival for each of the 4 CHR subgroups. With each successive stage there was an incremental decrease in the time to conversion (ie, CHR−→CHR+Mod→CHR+Sev→SLP) and an increase in overall conversion rates, suggesting that higher baseline attenuated positive symptom severity increased the overall likelihood of conversion over followup. The mean survival time for each subgroup was: CHR−, As shown in figure 1B , the CHR− and CHR+Mod groups had no conversions during the first 6 months of the study and the rates plateaued after years 2 and 3, respectively. In contrast to the CHR− and CHR+Mod groups, the CHR+Sev and SLP groups had steady increases in the conversion rates starting from the initial 6 months of the study and peaking at year 4. By the end of year 5, the CHR− group had the lowest overall conversion rate (5.9%, SE = 0.04), which was not significantly different (P = .32) from the rate of the CHR+Mod group (11.1%, SE = .05). However, the CHR− rate was significantly lower than the overall rate of the CHR+Sev (28.7%, SE = 0.086, P = .025) and SLP (48.6%, SE = 0.098, P < .001) groups at the end of year 5. Likewise, the overall CHR+Mod rate was lower than the SLP group (P < .001), but only significant at a trend level from the CHR+Sev group (P = .10), most likely due to a late converter in the CHR+Mod group that occurred after year 5 ( figure 1A) . At the end of year 5, the SLP group had the highest overall conversion rate at 48.6% and was significantly higher than the CHR− and CHR+Mod groups, but not the CHR+Sev group. Figure 2 shows the outcome stage as a function of the initial subgroup at baseline. Overall, there was no significant difference in the overall rates of recovery (P = .187). Approximately 22% of all the subgroups achieved full stage recovery with no "prodromal" level attenuated negative or positive symptoms at study outcome. The recovery rates for each subgroup were CHR− at 21.7%, CHR+Mod at 32.1%, CHR+Sev at 21.1%, and SLPs at 12.1%.
Conversion Rates by Subgroup
Course of Each Subgroup
In order to determine the stability of each diagnostic subgroup, we calculated the proportion of individuals that started and ended the study at the same stage. There was a significant difference in stability between the stages (P < .001). Starting with the initial CHR− group, each successive stage was associated with less stability. As shown in figure 2 , the CHR− group showed the largest amount of stage stability (ASR = 7.9, P < .05), with almost 70% still meeting CHR− status by the end of the study, with large effect size differences between the CHR− compared to CHR+Mod (Φ = 0.55), CHR+Sev (Φ = 0.62), and SLP (Φ = 0.66) groups. In contrast, the CHR+Mod, CHR+Sev, and SLP groups all showed significantly less stability than expected (all P < .05) at 15.1%, 7.9%, and 3.0%, respectively. The effect size differences between the 3 subgroups were all small (CHR+Mod vs SLP, Φ = 0.19; CHR+Mod vs CHR+Sev, Φ = 0.11; SLP vs CHR+Sev,Φ = 0.11).
In addition to stage stability, we also examined whether there was a differential rate of any improvement, which includes full recovery and remitting to an earlier/previous stage (eg, moving from CHR+Mod→CHR−) by initial stage. There was a significant difference in the proportion of subjects that moved to at least 1 earlier stage (P < .001). As noted above, the CHR− group showed the lowest amount of improvement (which is the same as recovery for this subgroup) at 21.7% (P < .001). In comparison, the CHR+Mod (Φ = 0.46), CHR+Sev (Φ = 0.47), and SLP (Φ = 0.31) groups showed high rates of improvement at 67.9%, 68.4%, and 51.5%, respectively. Individuals in the SLP and CHR+Sev groups may have improved (eg, moved to back to a preceding stage), but may have concluded the study at a stage with attenuated positive symptoms (eg, moving from SLP→CHR+Sev or CHR+Sev→CHR+Mod). Therefore, we also examined differences in the remission of attenuated positive symptoms between the CHR+Mod, CHR+Sev, and SLP groups. There was a significant difference between the 3 groups (P < .001) as the CHR+Mod group showed a greater rate (67.9%) of positive symptom remission when compared to the CHR+Sev (44.7%, Φ = 0.23) and SLP (18.2%, Φ = 0.48) groups.
In terms of specific type of psychosis outcome, 2% of the CHR−, 6% of the CHR+Mod, 16% of the CHR+Sev and 37% of the SLP group developed a schizophrenia-spectrum disorder. Only the SLP and CHR+Sev groups developed bipolar 1 disorder with psychosis, at 9% and 2%, respectively. None of the less severe stages (CHR−, CHR+Mod) developed bipolar disorder (figure 2).
Medication Treatment
As shown in table 2, non-medication rates at baseline were comparable between the 4 CHR subgroups (P = .15), with 55.0% of the overall CHR group not receiving medication. Of the participants already treated with psychotropic medications at baseline, 24.0% were on antidepressants, 25.7% on antipsychotics, 5.3% on anxiolytics, and 4.7% on mood stabilizers. There was an overall group difference in baseline antipsychotics use (P < .001), as SLPs had the highest levels (antipsychotic use for CHR− = 17.4%, CHR+Mod = 17.0%, CHR+Sev = 28.2%, SLP = 57.6%, overall P < .001).
Medication rates during the course of the study showed a similar pattern to baseline medication use, with SLPs having the highest rates of antipsychotic usage at 71.9% (overall P < .001). There were no overall differences in the rates of antidepressants, anxiolytics, and mood stabilizers between the 4 subgroups at baseline or over the course of the study (P > .05).
However, there were significant changes in medication rates from baseline to follow-up. A considerably higher percentage of CHR+Mod (P < .001) and CHR+Sev (P < .001) participants received antipsychotics over the course of the follow-up, with increases of 15% and 28%, respectively, relative to baseline. In addition, the CHR+Mod (P < .001), CHR+Sev (P < .001), and SLP (P < .001) groups each had increases in antidepressant use (table 2) .
Discussion
The present findings support the validity of a staging model of the psychosis prodrome based on increased clinical severity. Participants in the current study were classified into 1 of 4 CHR subgroups that were defined on the presence and severity of attenuated positive symptoms. Our findings demonstrated that: (1) Risk for conversion was dependent on the starting point in the model, where CHR− (presence of negative symptoms only) had the lowest risk; (2) Defining a CHR+ group based on a relatively high attenuated positive symptom severity (ie, ≥10) yielded a relatively high conversion rate with a more rapid onset, consistent with the assumption of a severity risk factor; (3) The SLP category represents a unique risk group, intermediate between the prodrome and an established psychotic disorder; (4) Recovery (ie, no prodromal symptoms at study outcome) was found for 22% of the sample, regardless of stage; and (5) Persistent illness of varying severity levels appears to characterize the CHR+ subgroups, supporting the proposed long-term syndromal status associated with APSS. Taken together, these findings suggest that merging together subgroups like the CHR+Mod, CHR+Sev, and SLPs (or APSS 41 and BIPS
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) into a single CHR/UHR research entity will likely confound attempts to identify the mechanisms of the disease as they lay upon different points along the illness trajectory. 17 In addition, future time-limited clinical trials should take into account the severity levels of individuals that meet CHR criteria.
The RAP model was partially developed to accommodate the findings from earlier retrospective studies 24, [43] [44] [45] that negative symptoms were experienced by first episode patients several years before the emergence of positive symptoms. 24, [44] [45] [46] The first stage of the model (CHR−) was designed to prospectively study individuals who displayed the negative symptoms characterizing risk for psychosis (without accompanying positive symptoms), with the expectation that some proportion of these individuals would develop psychosis. Contrary to expectation, the CHR− group displayed a low rate of any form of positive symptoms (attenuated or psychotic) at study outcome. Thus, the CHR− group does not seem to be a feasible starting point to study the development of psychosis, as it appears to be too nonspecific. It should be noted, though, that since the average follow-up was 3.0 ± 1.6 years and the mean age of the CHR− group was 16 years old, CHR− subjects may be in an earlier prodromal phase that requires a longer period of follow-up in order to detect additional converters to psychosis. However, other CHR− group characteristics indicate an alternative direction of research. In particular, the CHR− diagnosis is relatively stable, as 70% of the group remained classified as CHR− at study outcome. Therefore, this finding seems to suggest that the CHR− group is a separate heterogeneous clinical entity that is independent of psychotic outcomes and well-suited to the prospective study of mechanisms associated with increased risk of long-term functional disability rather than conversion to psychosis.
The RAP model has since its inception emphasized positive symptom severity as a specific risk factor for psychosis and operationalized the stages according to this assumption. As a result, the overall CHR+ is divided into 2 subgroups, based on severity of total SIPS rated positive symptom scores. Although standard prodromal studies do not differentiate between at-risk subjects with higher vs more moderate attenuated symptoms, the results reported in this study are quite consistent with the assumption of a severity-based risk dimension (moderate vs higher risk). In this study, the CHR+Mod group, with a lower threshold of positive symptom severity (<10), had a conversion rate of 11% after 4 years compared to a higher conversion rate of 28% for the CHR+Sev group. Furthermore, the CHR+Sev group showed a relatively faster rate of conversion, with almost a 20% rate at the end of the 2nd year compared to only a 5% rate in the CHR+Mod group during the same period.
At the end of the severity spectrum, the SLP group was associated with the highest conversion rates and shortest time to conversion. Overall, the SLP group showed no stability (3% of the group retained a SLP rating at outcome), with almost 50% of the group going on to develop a psychotic disorder. In addition, most of the CHR individuals (11%) who developed bipolar disorder with psychotic features were in the SLP group. This outcome suggests that SLPs represent a different risk state than the "prodromal" CHR+ groups. The close similarity between selection criteria further raises questions about the routine inclusion of BIPs in the "high-risk" clinical entity in standard prodromal studies. On the other hand, our findings revealed that almost 50% of the SLPs did not develop a full-blown psychotic disorder and showed improvement to a lower/less severe stage, further suggesting that the SLPs are an intermediate outcome group and may be still appropriate for preventative intervention. Taken together, longer followup is needed to determine the extent to which individuals converting to the SLPs category continue to progress to a specific psychotic disorder.
Consistent with previous findings in individuals at CHR, 47 almost a quarter of the entire sample recovered and were not experiencing prodromal level attenuated negative or positive symptoms at study outcome. Contrary to the conversion rates, which are a function of starting symptom severity, recovery appears relatively independent of initial stage. Considering that treatment may differentially affect individuals with the most mild (positive) symptoms, this may represent spontaneous recovery or a false positive rate that is broadly applicable to the general CHR category. Conversely, treatment with antipsychotics, antidepressants and other psychotropic medications, occurring in the majority of the CHR sample, could also be related to the observed recovery rates.
Although all the stages showed recovery, a sizable proportion of the 2 CHR+ subgroups (CHR+Mod and CHR+Sev) had persistent residual negative and positive symptoms. While the CHR+Sev group had a higher rate of positive symptom persistence (ie, did not remit over time), an average of 30% of the individuals in the CHR+Mod and CHR+Sev subgroups ended up as CHR− at study outcome. This suggests that negative symptoms may represent a general underlying pathology that does not result from the onset or progression of positive symptoms. Independent of conversion outcome, a major question to be addressed in future studies is the extent to which functional disability is a common theme, with a shared etiology, that runs through all of the stages. Taken together, these findings support the recent notion that the APSS is associated with a high vulnerability for long-term psychopathology, with potentially multiple poor outcomes. 48 
Treatment Applications
The RAP model was developed to focus on the natural progression of the illness and on developmental risk factors, and, in particular, provides a structure for developing stage-specific interventions. In fact, our naturalistic findings indicate that early treatment of attenuated positive symptoms may be more complex than typically assumed. Rather than designing a single uniform treatment for the CHR syndrome overall, the RAP stage model suggests a more targeted approach, with earlier stages receiving less invasive treatment, later stages more aggressive intervention. The pattern of the naturalistic medication treatment data with antipsychotics, administered according to physician choice, coincided with severity increases across the RAP spectrum, with almost a 40% increase seen from CHR+Mod to the SLP stage, with the SLPs receiving the greatest amount of antipsychotics over the course of the study. On the other hand, the medication data reported here is consistent with previous findings 49, 50 in showing that treatment with antidepressants may be effective at reducing symptom progression, particularly in some individuals in both the CHR− and CHR+Mod (least severe) groups. It is likely that these less severe subgroups had a high number of false positives with low intensity and possibly fleeting symptoms that were not truly prodromal and were therefore more responsive to antidepressants.
Limitations
Our findings should be interpreted in light of the following potential limitations. First, the first phase of the RAP program provided a range of individual and other psychosocial treatments that were not sufficiently systematic for inclusion in the current analyses. Future studies should therefore explore the relationship between standardized non-pharmacological treatment and stage as well as outcome. Second, further analyses are needed to explore whether there is lawful movement from one stage to another over time, eg, moving from CHR−→CHR+Mod and then from CHR+Mod→CHR+Sev. This will require a longitudinal study with very frequent follow-up contacts to closely track clinical changes. Third, further studies should focus on the impact of changing independent variables, such as functional deficits, on the course of illness. Finally, the proposed model needs to be replicated with longer-term followup and comparisons with competing models.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the severity of early symptoms plays a critical role in determining clinical outcome, including the risk of psychosis, time to conversion, and medication treatment. Even when psychosis does not emerge, the more severe the initial attenuated positive symptoms, the more likely those residual symptoms will persist. Negative symptoms and functional deficits are also a major concern in their own right, since these remain over the course of follow-up in a large majority of individuals even in the absence of positive symptoms. Finally, our findings suggest that to further advance our understanding of mechanisms leading to psychosis, the psychosis prodrome will have to be further subdivided into severity based groups that are studied independently.
